"IU commercialization expertise overseas" graphic

At the top of the graphic is the headline "IU commercialization expertise overseas." The IU trident is to the left of the headline. A subhead below the headline reads "Hungarian university leaders will learn tech transfer best practices, including how to launch startups, from IU innovation and commercialization experts."

A map of Hungary is below the subhead.

The map is red, and it displays the locations of four cities: Budapest, Pécs, Szeged and Debrecen. The text color is white.

Four geolocation icons are above the names of the cities to show their exact location in Hungary.

Three university names are displayed below "Budapest": Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Eötvös Loránd University and Óbuda University.

One university name is displayed below "Pécs": University of Pécs.

One university name is displayed below "Szeged": University of Szeged.

One university name is displayed below "Debrecen": University of Debrecen.

The IU trident is in the bottom-right corner with the text "Indiana University" and "Fulfilling the Promise."